RESIDENTIAL PRODUCTS
APCO® In-Duct Air Purifier

Winner of the 2011 AHR Innovation Award for Indoor Air
Quality, APCO features UV light combined with activated
carbon cells for Advanced PhotoCatalytic Oxidation. This
ozone-free system is effective on odor causing and toxic
VOCs as well as microbial contaminants.

Blue-Tube UV®

The most popular germicidal UV light product in the world.
Keeps the central air system clean and reduces airborne
contaminants. Choose from high or low voltage power
supplies and several lamp options. Includes magnetic
mounting bracket for easy, flexible installation.

Mini-UV System™

Award-winning UV light system for mini-splits
& other limited-space applications features a
miniature shielded UV lamp only 9” long with
a 3/8” diameter - small enough to fit in the
tightest of spaces.

Fresh-Aire UV® AHU Series 1

Similar to Blue-Tube UV® but comes
with a heavy-duty water-resistant
power supply that can support
dual, triple, and quad lamps.

Fresh-Aire UV® Purity™

Our combined UV light and filtration system offers
the ultimate enhancement to indoor air quality. The
system features 4” filtration, UV sterilization, and
PCO odor neutralization in a stackable filter housing.
Made in USA
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COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS

Standard Commercial UV Light System
L-brackets or panel mount for easy installation.

Tubular Rack System
Mounts using 1/2” EMT
tubing for cost-effective,
flexible installations.

Perpendicular

In-line

APCO® Rack System

Our most advanced system. Awardwinning APCO® technology fights
odors and VOCs. Normal or high
output lamps (for duct mounting).

Airborne Duct System

High output lamps for maximum airborne kill.
Mounts In-line with, or perpendicular to, the
duct with optional APCO modules.

Tight-Fit Kit™

Ideal for PTACs, fan
coils, & wall-mount
systems.

Environmental Surface Disinfection System

ESDS is a wall or ceiling-mounted fixture which provides
high-output surface disinfection in unoccupied spaces
such as operating rooms, veterinary facilities etc.

Fresh-Aire ICE UV®

The first germicidal UV light system
for ice machines. ICE UV works around
the clock, killing germs and saving
money on ice machine maintenance.
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